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Model Number: ECO-17

Mytee ECO-17 Orbital Encap & Floor OP Machine 17inch 1.0hp with Shazaam Kryptonium

Manufacturer: Mytee Products Inc

ECO-17 Orbital All-Surface Floor Machine
Mytee&rsquo;s new ECO-17 Orbital All-Surface Floor Machine uses orbiting
technology to combine two movements that thoroughly clean all surfaces. First, the
head rotates around the center of the driver plate, producing a second random orbital
movement that results in little to no torque for smooth operation.
The ECO-17 Orbital All-Surface Floor Machine uses a very-low moisture spray
system to promote a clean and healthy environment by reducing mold and mildew. It
is first in its class for water conservation efforts.
A weighted deck plate allows for deep scrubbing action through a powerful
1-horsepower motor that generates 1,725 oscillations per minute. This versatile
machine is extremely easy to use and can be used to scrub, sand, and polish multiple
flooring types such as wood, vinyl, epoxy, tile and grout, stone, concrete, and carpet.
Reduce operator strain and fatigue with this self-propelling machine that features a
17-inch cleaning path.
Features:

    Little to no torque for the smoothest operation
    Versatile machine can scrub, sand, and polish virtually all surface types
    17&Prime; cleaning path
    Very low moisture system conserves water
    Built-in 4 gallon solution tank
    Polished aluminum torsion arms
    Durable stainless steel deck plate adds stabilizing weight for smooth operation and
deep cleaning
    10&Prime; non-marking foam filled wheels easily maneuvers over stairs, curbs, etc.
    1 HP motor generates 1,725 oscillations per minute

Uses:

    Encapsulation cleaning on carpet
    Tile &amp; grout cleaning
    Grind and polish stone
    Wood floor cleaning
    Cleans concrete, vinyl, and epoxy
    Wax stripping
    Sanding

Includes:

    17&Prime; pad driver (Part #G113A)
    Two 19&Prime; microfiber pads
    Attached 50&prime; power cord with cord hook to keep the power cord out of the
way during cleaning
    Free Forklift location shipping, just pay for shipping surcharges
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            MSRP
            $2,499.00
        
        
             
             
        
        
            Cleaning Path
            17"
        
        
            Motor
            1 HP
        
        
            Pump
            Diaphragm spray pump
        
        
            Solution Tank
            4 gal. capacity with faucet fill hose and drain cap
        
        
            Wheels
            10" non-marking foam-filled wheels
        
        
            Levers
            Stainless steel
        
        
            Deck Plate
            Stainless steel
        
        
            Power Cord
            Attached 50 ft.
        
        
            Product Weight
            130 lbs.
        
        
            Shipping Weight
            Box 1: 34 lbs. | Box 2: 120 lbs.
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            Shazaam SBM230 Kryptonium 1 Gallon High ph Degreaser Degrease All
Surface Types (Purple)
        
    

What is encapsulation carpet cleaning?
Encapping is a &ldquo;very low moisture&rdquo; (VLM) type of cleaning that uses
polymers to encapsulate and crystallize stains and dirt for immediate vacuuming.
These polymers act like small sponges. The crystals absorb and hold dirt and soil to
be vacuumed out, leaving no sticky residue and providing a deep clean.
What are the benefits of encapsulation cleaning?

    Improves carpet appearance. The majority of soil is removable by conventional dry
vacuuming but oily or sticky soil can leave the carpet dull and unattractive. Encapping
traps soil held in the carpet so stains and dirt may finally be extracted and new soil
can&rsquo;t attach itself to carpet.
    Faster cleaning times. The crystallization process used in encapsulation cleaning
allows for immediate vacuuming and overall faster cleaning and drying times.
    Carpets stay cleaner longer. The special polymer combats the build-up of soil after
cleaning. Every routine vacuum after cleaning will continue to remove encapsulated
soil.
    Low initial cost and fast payback. Encap machines easy to use and clean quickly
and thoroughly. An encap machine and a vacuum are enough to get the job done.

 

 

Helpful Links:

ECO-17 Assembly Instructions
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ECO-17 Product Manual
Mytee's Warranty

Bonnets, Floor Pads, Pad Drivers &amp; Brushes Click Here 

Informational Videos:

   
Elegance and function in one environmentally friendly machine.

Compare to current or past OEM associations:
Orbot Vibe
SKU: HOSOV17
20170628JMG

Availability: This product was added to our catalog on Wednesday 20 January, 2016
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